
Fashion accessories for men who like to set Trends

``Forget fashion shows, men's fashion is booming on the streets!", "Fashion accessories limited
to just women? Not so anymore!' How many times have you read these headlines and
wondered how everyone these days can accessorize like it's the easiest thing to do? In a world
that's constantly evolving, male fashion influencers today are ditching the conventional
shirt-trouser narrative and trying newer outfits and styles. They are doing their bit, inspiring the
common man into exploring the 'big, fat fashion world'.

Crazy as it sounds, accessories can transform one's fashion game like no other. Fashion
influencers and actors like Harry Styles and Nick Jonas, lifestyle influencers like A$AP Rocky
and James Charles are breaking stereotypes- trying out clothes and accessories like never
before! And like Ralph Lauren once said, "Fashion is not necessarily about labels. It's not about
brands. It's about something else that comes from within you."

The golden rule to conquer the fashion world? 'Pay attention to detail'. Particularly true for men,
here we enlist a few fashion accessories for men who like to slay: 1. Rings: Fairly understated, a
large solitaire can focus everyone's attention on 'her' hands. This is equally true for men. You
can try pairing rings with a slight change - instead of wearing gaudy ones that can shift attention
from you, try simple bands gold, silver, or otherwise. They can make you look not just classy but
also elegant. Scarves: Wish you had something to color bomb your plain outfit? Drop in a scarf!
An accessory that can be paired with almost everything, you can use a scarf when you need
some desperate does sass!

2. Ties: Most people misconstrue ties and their utility to being just another piece of office
clothing. Patterns, colors, sheen, textures, and motifs- pair different ties with casual clothing and
you'll see how diverse a simple tie could be!

3. Chains: Shiny black shoes, cargo pants, and a black shirt for that beach vacation? Throw in
some chains, we say! A fashion accessory that makes you look cool and chic, pair silver and
gold chains of different sizes and watch your fashion meter go up the ladder!

4. Bags: Remember how Chandler made fun of Joey when he carried a unisex bag? As it turns
out, Joey might have been pretty ahead of his time! The cool bag season is back! Throw in a
classic black/brown bag with fitted clothes and there- you have the signature polished look. 5.
Sneakers: Wear black shoes to your office and funky sneakers to the parties they say.

Imagine walking into a room wearing simple clothes but explosive neon sneakers!

Stimulating and cool, isn't it? Yes, that's precisely what this accessory can do. Try cool sneakers
on your way to the next big party!

Now that you have a list of accessories to choose from, here's something we want you to
remember: If you had to choose between too many accessories and too few, always, always



choose too few. Accessories can transform your dream outfit but add too many and they are
enough to ruin the whole vibe. Wait no more. Grab every accessory you can, pair them in just
the right amount, and there's no beating you and your unique fashion choices.


